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Magnetocaloric materials with coexisting magnetic phases appear either due to the phase

coexistence in first order phase transitions, or due to the development of composites, which are

known to enhance the refrigerant capacity and produce table-like magnetocaloric effect. However,

interactions between phases are rarely considered. We have modeled the influence of interactions

on the magnetocaloric effect of a biphasic composite by implementing a mean field model.

Interactions shift the peak magnetic entropy change to higher temperatures than those of the pure

phases and enhance the table-like character of the curves. Although there is no qualitative change

of the magnetocaloric response of the composites due to interactions, the optimal fraction of phases

which produces the largest enhancement of the refrigerant capacity is shifted to compositions

richer in the low Curie temperature phase. This shift can be used to estimate the magnitude of the

interactions in composites measured experimentally. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793663]

In the recent years, research on the magnetic properties

of materials is being progressively more focused on strat-

egies to increase the energy efficiency of our society.1–3

Apart from the improvement of currently existing applica-

tions via the optimization of materials’ properties (like the

enhancement of soft and hard magnetic materials for their

implementation in more efficient motors, transformers, and

generators), there are new applications of magnetic materi-

als, which can help us reach larger energy efficiency. One of

them is magnetic refrigeration, associated to the magneto-

caloric effect, which is gaining increasing scientific and tech-

nological attention.1,4–7 Taking into account that the largest

electricity consumption in the residential market is related to

refrigeration and air conditioning, the improvement of these

devices via the use of magnetic technologies will translate

into a large reduction in energy consumption.

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE), i.e., the reversible tem-

perature change of a magnetic material upon the application/

removal of a magnetic field, is routinely used in research labo-

ratories to achieve ultra-low temperatures. For operation

closer to room temperature, magnetic refrigerators have to

employ materials with a magnetic (or magneto-structural)

phase transition in that temperature range, which gives rise to

an abrupt temperature change of magnetization. And although

magnetic refrigeration is not a commercial technology yet,

current prototypes have shown that energy efficiency can be

increased by 50% with respect to the optimal refrigerators

based on the compression/expansion of gasses. If we add to

the equation the absence of gasses responsible for greenhouse

effect and ozone depletion, the reduced vibration and noise

motivated by the lack of a large compressor, and the operation

at any tilt angle, we find the arguments which foster research

in magnetocaloric materials.

Since Brown proposed its application for this purpose in

1974,8 the archetypical magnetocaloric material is Gd, due

to its large magnetic moment and its second order magnetic

transition close to room temperature. Subsequently, the dis-

covery of the giant magnetocaloric effect in GdSiGe9 shifted

the interest to materials with a first order magneto-structural

transition. This latter kind of materials exhibit a larger mag-

netic entropy change peak, DSpk
M , but the nature of the phase

transition has inherent thermal hysteresis, which complicates

its applicability in current prototypes. At the moment, most

magnetic refrigerators use either Gd (the majority of them)

or LaFeSiH as refrigerant materials, although the latter has

the drawbacks of mechanical degradation after magnetic

field cycling and splitting of the magnetic entropy change

peaks due to instability of the hydride phase, issues which

are driving further research to overcome them.7,10,11

In the study of the thermomagnetic transitions which

give rise to the magnetocaloric effect, we have to consider

two different scenarios. In the case of single phase materials

with a second order phase transition, the continuous nature of

the transition simplifies our study, in the sense that we do not

need to consider coexisting magnetic phases and the descrip-

tion of the associated magnetocaloric effect can be done with

the use of more or less simple equations of state.12 However,

first order phase transition materials inherently present coex-

isting magnetic phases within the temperature and magnetic

field ranges in which the transition takes place, which is a

challenge for modeling the phenomena and seriously affects

the dynamic response of the magnetic refrigerant material

when it is embedded in a magnetic refrigerator. In fact, there

are experimental observations which indicate that this coexis-

tence of phases affect dynamic properties such as the mag-

netic resonance spectra.13 However, first order phase

transition magnetocaloric materials are not the only kind of

systems in which different magnetic phases coexist. It has

been recently shown theoretically that composite materials

constituted by different phases with a second order phase
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transition can exhibit greatly enhanced refrigerant capacities

(RC), and table-like magnetocaloric effect.13 This has been

subsequently confirmed by experimental results by different

groups,14–16 finding an outstanding agreement between ex-

perimental results and predictions of the models.16 However,

these studies of materials with different magnetic phases do

not consider the possible effect of the interactions among the

phases, which might alter the response of the materials. The

agreement between experiment and the models which do not

consider interactions might either be due to a much reduced

value of magnetic interactions in the systems under study, or

to a very limited influence of interactions on the response of

the composite. In order to discern which the actual situation

is, we have performed simulations of the thermomagnetic

response of multiphase materials with different degrees of

magnetic coupling between phases. Our simplifying

approach, which enables us to extract the main influence of

interactions between phases, has been to simulate a compos-

ite material formed from phases undergoing a second order

phase transition and with interactions represented by the

mean field approach proposed by Callen et al.17 Although the

mean field simplification might not give a correct micro-

scopic representation of the system, it allows us to reproduce

the thermomagnetic response in the magnetic field range

from saturation to remanence,18 which is the most relevant in

magnetocaloric studies. It is worth mentioning that our

approach is conceptually different from the case of super-

ferromagnetic particles (an ensemble of nanoparticles which,

in the absence of interactions, would be superpara-

magnetic).19–21 In that case, the interaction-free system

would present a continuous decay of the magnetic entropy

change and the appearance of the magnetocaloric peak at fi-

nite temperatures is due to the presence of interactions. In

our case, the different phases of the composite already pres-

ent ferro-paramagnetic transitions, with their own magnetic

entropy change peaks. Nevertheless, in both cases, the

approach to consider the interactions has been a mean field.

It is worth mentioning that in our previous publications

related to magnetocaloric effect and thermomagnetic phase

transitions, we have stressed that the critical exponents of the

phase transition do not necessarily have to be those of a

mean field model, as indicated in our previous experimental

results.12,22–24 Therefore, the exponent controlling the field

dependence of the magnetic entropy change does not have to

be 2/3, as predicted by Osterreicher and Parker.25 However,

the mean field approach that we are following in this case is

different: we are representing the influence of the different

phases of the composite sample on the behavior of the rest of

the system by an effective field, which is proportional to the

magnetization of the sample. This is also considered a mean

field approach and is a first approximation to describing the

influence of interactions. We, therefore, consider that the

thermomagnetic properties of each of the non-interacting

phases are described by the Arrott-Noakes equation of

state,26 with critical exponents which are representative of

typical soft magnetic amorphous alloys27,28 (not mean field

exponents), while the interactions between phases are intro-

duced into the model by a mean field approach.

In this work, we use the Arrott-Noakes equation of state26

to reproduce the magnetothermal response of each phase

H

M

� �1=c

¼ aðT � TcÞ þ bM1=b; (1)

where b and c are critical exponents, Tc is the Curie tempera-

ture, and a and b are two fitting parameters of each phase,

related to the initial susceptibility and saturation magnetiza-

tion. This equation can be used to accurately reproduce the

field and temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy

change, DSM, of each phase in the environment of Tc.28

The values of the different parameters used in this work cor-

respond to those of a typical soft magnetic amorphous

alloy:28 a¼ 1.228 (Oe g/emu)1/c K�1; b¼ 7.70 10�3 Oe1/c

(g/emu)1/cþ1/b; and b¼ 0.4579 and c¼ 1.5593. We fix the

Curie temperature of one of the phases as TcA¼ 370 K and

for phase B, we study the range 240K � TcB < TcA. In order

to limit the number of free parameters in our model material,

we have used the same values of the critical exponents for

both phases. This simplification is supported by the fact that

minor compositional changes—e.g., alloys from the same

compositional series—do not alter the scaling behavior of

their magnetocaloric effect, indicating that the critical expo-

nents are not affected.27,29

Once Eq. (1) is used for calculating the field and temper-

ature dependent magnetization curves of each phase, the

magnetization of the non-interacting composite can be calcu-

lated using a rule of mixtures

M ¼ xMA þ ð1� xÞMB; (2)

where x is the fraction of constituent A. The field and tem-

perature dependent magnetic entropy change curves of the

composite can be calculated from the numerical approxima-

tion to Maxwell relation

DSM ¼ l0

ðH

0

@M

@T

� �
H0

dH
0
; (3)

in which the integral is replaced by a summation and the de-

rivative is replaced by finite differences. The refrigerant

capacity, a measure of the amount of heat which can be trans-

ferred between the cold and hot reservoirs, is calculated as

RC ¼ �
ðT2

T1

DSMdT; (4)

where the temperature span dTFWHM ¼ T2 � T1 corresponds

to the full width at half maximum of the DSM peak.

In order to incorporate the interaction field in our model

composite material, we have considered a mean field

approach in which the effective field perceived by each

phase corresponds to the addition of the applied field H and

the effect of the magnetization of the whole material

weighted by the phenomenological constant k, which is a

measure of the strength of the interactions

Hef f ¼ H þ kM: (5)

The curves MA;Bðk ¼ 0Þ obtained from Eq. (1) can be trans-

formed into MA;Bðk 6¼ 0Þ by means of Eq. (5), either with a

self-consistent method, or making use of the fact that the
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thermomagnetic response of each of the phases, when plotted

versus Hef f , should coincide with that of the pure phase with-

out interactions.18 As this latter procedure is faster and pro-

duces less noisy curves, it has been the one that we have

used. The magnetic entropy change of the interacting com-

posite is subsequently calculated using Eq. (3).

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of DSM of

the two constituent phases, along with the curve correspond-

ing to a composite with different mean field strengths, k¼ 0,

10, 50, and 100 g cm�3 (as usual experimental results are

expressed as magnetization per unit mass, instead of per unit

volume, the interaction constant should have units of den-

sity). Interactions between phases have a twofold effect: on

the one hand, both peaks shift to higher temperatures with

increasing k. On the other hand, the magnitude of the high

temperature peak increases and the shape of the peak gets

sharper. This combined effect makes the DSMðTÞ curve

enhance its table-like shape, which would be beneficial for

Ericsson-type magnetic refrigerators.30 The justification for

these changes is the following: for an interaction free system,

once the Curie temperature of the low temperature phase is

reached, the only part of the sample which is significantly

contributing to the magnetic entropy change curve is the

high temperature phase. However, by introducing the inter-

actions in the system, the magnetization of the high Curie

temperature phase acts as a driving force to increase the

magnetization of the low TC phase, which causes a shift in

the position of the peak towards higher temperatures. As

expected, this shift is larger for the low temperature peak

(the high TC phase is ferromagnetic and causes a larger influ-

ence on the other) than for the high temperature peak (the

magnetization increase caused by the interactions is more

discreet close to the high TC phase). This increased magnet-

ization should also be responsible for the sharpening of the

magnetic entropy change peaks, which is more relevant for

temperatures close to the higher TC.

For a systematic study of the influence of interactions on

the composite, we have to take into account several factors

that affect the MCE of composites, like the fraction of

phases, the difference between the Curie temperature of two

phases DTc ¼ TcA � TcB, the strength of the interactions, k,

and the maximum applied magnetic field H. As all parameters

cannot be varied simultaneously, we have made to approaches:

(a) fixing DTc ¼ 130K while increasing H up to 10 T and (b)

fixing the maximum applied field at 1.5 T while increasing DTc

from 0 K to 130 K. In both cases, the entire phase fraction range

(0< x< 1) has been examined in increments of 0.01, and

selected values of k have been chosen. In order to extract a sin-

gle magnitude from each DSMðTÞ curve, we have defined the

refrigerant capacity improvement (RCI), as the percentage

improvement of the refrigerant capacity of the composite with

respect to that of the majority constituent phase13

RCIð%Þ ¼

RCðxÞ � RCðx ¼ 0Þ
RCðx ¼ 0Þ � 100 for x � 0:5

RCðxÞ � RCðx ¼ 1Þ
RCðx ¼ 1Þ � 100 for x > 0:5:

8>>><
>>>:

(6)

Figure 2 shows the dependence of RCI on (a) the fraction of

phases and applied field; and (b) the fraction of phases and

separation between their Curie temperatures. Both subfigures

include the cases with k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 100 g cm�3, to allow for

a more visual analysis of the influence of the interactions. It is

seen that although interactions between phases do not affect

qualitatively the magnetocaloric behavior of biphasic compo-

sites, there are some differences in the details of the surfaces,

like the maximum of RCI which can be achieved and a shift

of the x, DTc and H values which give rise to a particular

value of RCI. To make more evident the different magneto-

caloric responses for different interaction strengths, Figure 3

shows the changes of RCI(x) for an applied field of 1.5 T and

for different values of k. In all cases, there exists an optimal

composition, xopt, which maximizes RCI, but increasing inter-

actions shift it to lower x (lower content of the high Curie tem-

perature phase). This shift in xopt is a general behavior for all

the studied values of applied field and for all DTc.

In order to compare these results emerging from numeri-

cal simulations with experimental data, we have studied the

RCI(x) curves recently obtained by Paticopoulos et al.16 for a

biphasic composite. Even if the non-interacting model was

able to accurately reproduce the main characteristics of the

curves, there was an evident shift of the maximum RCI to

compositions with lower x values, which is an indication of

the existence of interactions between phases. In order to eval-

uate the magnitude of these interactions, we have measured

these displacements for several values of applied fields and

compared them with the displacement in composition pre-

dicted by our simulations. This information allows us to esti-

mate that k � 50 g cm�3 for that particular experimental case.

This corresponds to an interaction field ranging between 0.4

and 0.1 T in the temperature range between TcA and TcB.

In conclusion, we have studied the influence of magnetic

interactions in multiphase magnetic systems by means of a

mean field model in a composite constituted by phases with

a second order phase transition. Interactions enhance the

table-like magnetocaloric response of the composite and

shift the peak temperatures of the phases to higher tempera-

tures. Interactions do not change qualitatively the depend-

ence of the refrigerant capacity with field and fraction of

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy change of two

different phases and of a composite formed from them with x¼ 0.6 and

different interaction strengths. The applied field is 1.5 T.
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phases, existing optimal compositions for which the refriger-

ant capacity is largely enhanced with respect to that of the

constituent phases. However, with increasing interaction

between phases, the optimal x is shifted to composites richer

in the low Curie temperature phase. This shift can be used to

estimate the mean field interaction parameter of experimen-

tally measured composites. These results can, on one hand,

let us design in a more accurate way the fractions of phases

of a multiphase composite needed to obtain table-like mag-

netocaloric effect with enhanced refrigerant capacity. On the

other hand, a similar procedure (with appropriate modifica-

tions) can be used to gain insight into the influence of inter-

phase interactions in first order phase transition materials,

for which the coexistence of magnetic phases is inherent to

the nature of the transition.
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